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Motivation

• Negotiation proceeds in a series of rounds 
and each agent makes a proposal at every 
round until it reaches a (dis)agreement.    

• We develop a formal logic of agents who 
evaluate proposals, make concession, and 
build counter-proposals. 
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Contributions

• Given a proposal, an agent seeks 
conditions to accept it, and builds a 
counter-proposal if any.  The process is 
characterized using induction. 

• To accept a proposal, an agent concedes 
by giving up part of its beliefs. The process 
is characterized using default logic. 

• Negotiating agents are realized in answer 
set programming. 
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Logical Setting

• An agent has a knowledge base 
represented by a consistent first-order 
theory.  

• A proposal G is a formula. In particular, 
G is called a critique if G=accept or 
G=reject where accept and reject are the 
reserved propositions.  
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Acceptability

Given a knowledge base K and a proposal G, 
• G is accepted in K if K |= G. 
• G is acceptable in K if K ∪ {G} is consistent.
• G is unacceptable (or rejected) in K if K ∪ {G} is 

inconsistent.  
If a proposal G made by an agent Ag1 is accepted  

(or rejected) by another agent Ag2,  Ag2 returns 
the critique accept (or reject ) to Ag1. 

If G is acceptable, Ag2 seeks conditions to accept it.   
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Conditional Acceptance

Given a knowledge base K and a proposal G, 
G is conditionally accepted (with H) in K if 

K ∪ H |= G (*)
holds for a set H of formulas s.t. K ∪ H is consistent. 

• H is called an accepting set of conditions. 
• H is called a minimal accepting set of conditions   

if H is a minimal set satisfying the relation (*).
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Conditional Acceptance as 
Induction

• Given a knowledge base K and an observation G, 
induction produces a hypothesis H satisfying 

K ∪ H |= G
where K ∪ H is consistent. 
In this case, H covers G with respect to K. 

• Viewing a proposal G as an observation, an 
accepting set H of conditions is considered a 
hypothesis which covers G with respect to K.  

• Minimal accepting sets represent minimal 
requirements for accepting a proposal.  
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Building Counter-Proposals
- Consent -

Suppose that Ag1 makes a proposal G and 
Ag2, who has a knowledge base K, builds 
a counter-proposal in response to G. 

When H={ G },  K∪ H |= G holds.  
In this case, Ag2 accepts G if it is 
acceptable. Then, Ag2 returns the critique 
G’=accept to Ag1.  
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Building Counter-Proposals
- Constraint -

When H={ G∧C },  K∪H |= G holds.  
In this case, Ag2 accepts G with a 
constraint C. Then, Ag2 returns the 
counter-proposal G∧C to Ag1.  

ex) When K contains the knowledge  
on(weekday) → ￢go(restaurant) and 
G = go(restaurant) is given, 
C = on(Saturday) represents a constraint 
for accepting G.   
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Building Counter-Proposals
- Generalization -

When H={ G’ } such that G’θ＝Ｇ for some 
substitution θ，K ∪ H |= G holds.
In this case, Ag2 returns the counter-
proposal G’.  

ex) Given G=show-product(TV, b) with some 
specific brand name b,  a sales person 
replies G’=show-product(TV, x) with a 
variable x representing TV of any brand.  
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Building Counter-Proposals
- Subsumption -

When H is a concept that subsumes G and  
K contains subsumption knowledge 
between H and G,  K∪H |=G holds.       
In this case, Ag2 returns a counter-
proposal H to Ag1. 

ex) Let G = go(bookstore) and K contains 
go(shopping-mall) → go(bookstore), then 
go(shopping-mall) becomes a counter-
proposal.   
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Building Counter-Proposals
- Implication -

When H = { F → G } and K∪H |= G, 
F represents a condition to accept G.  
In this case, Ag2 returns the counter-
proposal F to Ag1. 

ex) Let G = want(chocolate) and K contains 
want(biscuit), then
H={ want(biscuit) → want(chocolate) }
represents exchange of sweets and 
want(biscuit) becomes a counter-proposal.   
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Remark

• Consent characterizes very generous attitude of 
an agent. 

• Constraint and Generalization are special cases 
of Implication as both G∧C → G and G’ → G’θ
hold.

• Subsumption is a special case of Implication
such that K contains a dependence relation 
between F and G. In case of subsumption, 
abduction is used for the purpose instead of 
induction. 
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Concession

• A first-order theory K is divided into two 
disjoint sets:  K=Σ∪Γ
where Σ represents strong belief and Γ
represents weak belief. 

• Strong belief is persistent belief or strong 
desire that cannot be abandoned, while  
weak belief can be given up depending on 
situation. 
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Concession

• Let K=Σ∪Γ. Then, a proposal G is acceptable 
by concession in K if there is a set J of formulas 
such that 
J⊆Γ and (K＼J)∪{ G } is consistent. 

• A proposal G is conditionally accepted by 
concession (with H) in K if 

(K＼J)∪H |= G
for some sets H and J of formulas such that  
J⊆Γand (K＼J)∪H is consistent. 

• A (minimal) set J is called a (minimal) accepting 
set of concessions (with respect to K and G). 
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• A default theory is Δ=(D,W) where D is a set of 
default rules and W is a set of first-order formulas.

• A default rule is of the form: 
α：β1 ,...,βn

Default Theory

γ

whereα,β1,...,βn and γ are quantifier-free 
formulas.  

• A super-normal default theory is a default theory in 
which every default rule has the form: 

：γ

γ

which is read as “if it is consistent to assume γ, 
then believe γ”.
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Default Representation
• Let K be a first-order theory such that K=Σ∪Γ. 

Then, a default representation of K is defined as a 
super-normal default theory ΔK = (D,W) such that  
D = { ：γ/γ | γ∈Γ } and W=Σ.  

• A set E of formulas is an extension of ΔK if it 
coincides with a minimal deductively closed set E’
of formulas satisfying: W⊆E’ and for any ground 
default ：γ/γ from D, ￢γ∈E implies γ∈E’. 
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Concession by Default Reasoning

Let K be a first-order theory such that K=Σ∪Γ. 
• A proposal G is acceptable by concession in K  iff  
ΔK∪{G} has a consistent extension.   

• A proposal G is conditionally accepted by 
concession with H in K iff ΔK∪Ｈ has a consistent 
extension E such that G∈E.
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Suppose that an agent Ag1 has the knowledge base
ΔK=(D,W) where
W:  have(mirror) ∧ have(nail) → hang(mirror),

have(mirror) ∧ have(screw) → hang(mirror),
give(nail) → ￢ have(nail),
have(screw) → give(nail), 
∀x  get(x) → have(x),             have(mirror),

D:   : have(nail)

Example

have(nail).
Given the request G=give(nail) by Ag2, G is included in a 

default extension of ΔK∪{ get(screw) }. Then, the agent 
Ag1 offers a counter-proposal H={ get(screw) } to Ag2.
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Answer Set Programming (ASP)

• In ASP a problem is represented by an extended 
disjunctive program (EDP) which consists of rules:

L1 ; … ; Ll ← Ll+1 ,…, Lm , not Lm+1 ,…, not Ln
where Li is a literal and not is negation as failure (NAF). 

• The rule means if Ll+1 ,…, Lm  are believed and Lm+1 ,…, Ln
are disbelieved, some Li (1≦i≦l) is believed. 

• For each rule r of the above form, 
head(r)={ L1 , …, Ll },
body+(r)={ Ll+1 ,…, Lm }, 
body-(r)={ Lm+1 ,…, Ln },  
body(r) = body+(r) ∪ body-(r) 
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Answer Set Programming (ASP)

• The meaning of a program is given by the 
answer set semantics. 

• The set of all answer sets of a program P is 
written as AS(P).

• A literal is a consequence of 
brave/cautious inference in a program P if 
L is included in some/every answer set of P. 

• If L is a consequence of brave inference of 
P, it is written by P|=b L. 
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Example

tea ; coffee ←,
milk ← tea, not lemon, 
lemon ← tea, not milk, 

milk ← coffee. 
The program has 3 answer sets:    
{ tea, milk }, { tea, lemon }, { coffee, milk }.
Each atom is a brave consequence of the 
program.
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Representing Weak and Strong 
Belief in ASP

• In EDP a super-normal default is represented as 
L ← not ￢L

• An EDP can represent other forms of default 
knowledge in terms of rules with NAFs. 

• Persistent belief is represented by rules without 
NAF.  

• Both weak and strong beliefs are uniformly 
represented in an EDP.  
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Conditional Acceptance by 
Concession

Let P be a program representing a knowledge base, 
and G a ground literal representing a proposal.  

• G is acceptable by concession in P  iff  P∪{G} is 
consistent.   

• G is conditionally accepted by concession in P iff 
P∪Ｈ |=b G for some set H of rules such that P∪Ｈ
is consistent.
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Constructing Hypotheses

Suppose a program P and a proposal G. 
When P|≠b G, consider the set R of rules 
such that 
r ∈R iff head(r)={G}, body(r)≠{ }, 

{ }⊆body+(r)⊆S, and 
body-(r)⊆Lit ＼ S

where S∈AS(P) and there is no S’∈AS(P) 
such that (S’＼T)∪(T＼S’)⊂(S＼T)∪(T＼S)
for any answer set T of P∪{G}. 
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Theorem

Let P be a program and G a proposal such 
that P|≠b G. For any non-empty subset 
H⊆R such that P∪H is consistent, 
P U H |=b G holds.

¶ The above result shows a method for 
computing a hypothesis H which is used for 
conditional acceptance by concession. 
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Selecting Hypotheses

• R contains many candidates of hypotheses. 
• To select useful hypotheses, the following 

restrictions on the syntax and semantics of rules 
are imposed. 
- Selecting a minimal rule r from R 
- Selecting a minimal set H⊆ R
- Any rule having conditions of specific context is 
selected.  A context is a set of literals which 
specifies the interests of negotiating agents. 
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Example 
A dialogue between a buyer and a seller. 

B1:  I want an external HDD with 200GB.
S1:  It costs 120USD.    
B2:  I want to get it at 100USD. 
S2:  We can provide it at the discount price if you pay by cash.
B3:  I don’t want to pay by cash. 
S3:  We can provide an external HDD with 180GB at 100USD.
B4:  Ok, I accept it.   
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Example
A seller has the knowledge base Ps :

product(hdd,200G,120$) ← not ￢ product(hdd,200G,120$).
product(hdd,180G,100$) ← not ￢ product(hdd,180G,100$). 
← product(x,y,z), product(x,y,w), z≠w.
￢ product(hdd,200G,120$) ←

product(hdd,200G,x), x<120$, pay_cash. 
pay_cash ; pay_card ←.

Ps  has two answer sets:  
{ product(hdd,200G,120$), product(hdd,180G,100$), pay_cash }
{ product(hdd,200G,120$), product(hdd,180G,100$), pay_card }
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Example 
A buyer has the knowledge base Pb  : 

product(hdd,200G,100$) ← not ￢ product(hdd,200G,100$).
← product(hdd,x,y), y >100$.  
← pay_cash.
product(hdd,180G,100$) ← not product(hdd,200G,100$).  
￢ product(hdd,200G,100$) ← product(hdd,180G,100$).

Pb  has two answer sets:  
{ product(hdd,200G,100$) }
{ ￢ product(hdd,200G,100$), product(hdd,180G,100$) }
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Example 
(1st round)  First, the buyer asks the price of a HDD 

with 200GB. The seller replies: 
Gs1:  product(hdd,200G,120$).

(2nd round) The buyer does not accept Gs1 because
Pb ∪{Gs1} is inconsistent. 
As Pb |=b product(hdd,200G,100$), the buyer 
propose
Gb2:  product(hdd,200G,100$).

Gb2 is acceptable by concession in Ps . The seller then 
seeks a hypothesis H to accept  Gb2 and constructs 
the set R of candidate hypotheses. 
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Example 
Among others, a minimal set H of hypotheses which 

matches the context of negotiation and is consistent 
with Ps is selected as:

H={ product(hdd,200G,100$) ← pay_cash }. 
Since Ps ∪H |=b product(hdd,200G,100$), the seller 

returns
Gs2:  pay_cash
as a counter-proposal.

(3rd round) The buyer does not accept Gs2 because it 
violates the constraint in Pb  and returns 

Gb3:  reject.
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Example 

As there is no way to meet the request of the buyer, the 
seller makes a new proposal

Gs3:  product(hdd,180G,100$)
which satisfies Ps |=b Gs3 .

(4th round) 
As the Pb |=b Gs3 , the buyer accepts the proposal and 

an agreement is reached.  



Final Remark
• Several studies use logic-based abduction for negotiating 

agents. In abduction, causes of an observation are 
extracted from a knowledge base of an agent. 

• However, a proposal given by another agent is not always 
explained using information in a knowledge base only. By 
contrast, induction newly constructs hypotheses to bridge 
the gap between the proposal and its current belief. 

• To the best of our knowledge, no study uses induction in 
automated negotiation. 

• We realized induction as well as default reasoning in 
answer set programming. 
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